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Abstract

An attempt to construct a cosmologlcal scenario directly from

string theory is made. Cosmologlcal string theory was presented

by Antoniadls, Bachas, Ellis and Nanopoulos. They also expect

loop effects on cosmologlcal string theory. In this paper, we

point out the other Importance of the one-loop effect, the finite

temperature effect. The equations of motion for background

geometry at finite temperature is given. We address a problem on

derivation of the effective action at non-zero temperature.

Nowadays, string theory[l) Is seriously considered as a

candidate for a "theory of everything". Such a "theory" has to

explain the way of unification of forces as well as the origin of

gravitation and the universe.

We suspect that some "stringy" features must be of Importance

In early cosmology, and may solve the problems on inflation

and/or elimination of the Initial singularity, and so on.

As an effective field theory, one can derive a set of

Einstein equations from string theory(2J; even If we use that,

even with other aspects of string theory, we have yet no

satisfactory superstrlng cosmology!3]. however.

In a recent paper, Antoniadls et al. suggested an attempt to

consider the Interplay between string theory and cosmology by

assuming evolution equations of the type of Robertson-Walker

universe In the effective field theory(41. In their paper they

provided an Interesting possibility of "discrete inflation".

In the present paper, we point out an Importance of loop

corrections to the field equation in cosmology, and briefly show

thermal effects on the cosmologlcal equations. We address a

problem on the effective action at finite temperature.

First, let us consider ordinary Einstein equatlons(51;

*« T (1)

where «J-8*G; G Is the Newton constant. To derive cosmologlcal

evolution of the universe, we apply Robertson-Walker metric. for
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Instance, on the left-hand side. Then, what comes on the

rlfht-hand side? In Frledaann (Tolen-ann) universe. It comes the

stress tensor of matter. In particular. In early universe.

thermal radiation cotrlbutes to the energy-momentum tensor.

It Is well known from observations and theories on the

origin of the elements In the universe, that cosmological

evolution of scale factors Is neatly described by the Friedmann

unlverselSl.

By the way, one cannot derive the part of the thermal matter

In the equations from classical lagranglan of field theory. The

free energy can be obtained by calculation of one-loop order[6).

Thus, Einstein equations which govern the early cosmology consist

of both classical and quantun loop contributions! Particularly.

in string theory. It Is interesting to take account of the

theraal natter because of Its peculiar behavior at high

te«perature[71.

The authors of Ref.|4| Insisted on the Importance or loop

effects to solve the problem of dllaton potenttal(8) which

concerns some aspects of cosmology. If It is the case, why

doesn't the thermal effect which arises from Just the loop effect

have some importance on cosmology? It Is remarkable that the

authors of Ref.[4] brought various possibility to cosmology. It

Is quite reasonable to respect the finite temperature effect on

cosmological solutions obtained from their scenarios.

In the rest of this letter, we Introduce temperature Into the

cosmologlcal equations In the manner of Ref.(S). In this short

note, we consider closed bosonlc strings only, though they

contain a tachyon, for a pedagogical reason. To apply the

formulation to superstrlngs is straightforward. We Investigate

the derivation of the set of Einstein equations when the

background spacetlme is nearly flat, to make a first step to

"stringy" cosmology.

In string theory equations of motion for background fields

are derived by requiring conformal lnvariance on Sigma modelsl2).

As 9tated In Ref.[4). the effective action for that equations has

a relation to the center of Vlrasoro algebra(2]. Practically,

when we want to get loop corrections to equations of motion, we

apply the following equation to an appropriate loop order;110,11)

Z <V(0)> - 0 . (2)
9 « n u i

This must be hold for all kinds of massless vertex operator V;

because of momentum conservation, the vertex operator has zero

momentum here.

We get along with this line; we follow particularly the

scheme In Ref.(ll). In addition, we consider the gravlton

vertex. The use of the dllaton vertex raises problems, which are

related with ones pointed out previously; the connection to the

center of the Vlrasoro algebra Is problematical especially In our

case, as we will mention.

We start with the physical grnvlton vertex In eq.(2). Wo
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treat It to the one-loop level, that Is, genus one.

The action for the closed bosonlc string In twenty-six

dimensions Is given by

equation to the one-loop level:

| J d»z Ji g.'a.x"9 (3)

where G Is the background netrlc and T is the string tension.

The vertex operator for gravltons is

V(p) - T | d*z J's (4)

where the polarization tensor t satisfies t p^-0 and t U'O.

Then the tadpole amplitude can be calculated by using

Polyakov's path Integral Method (see Ref.[9.12]). For genus

zero, the world sheet has S* topology, and then we get

<V(O;G°.u)>s,. 0 for GO^. , a u . (5)

where VMV " dlag.(-l.l 1). However. If the spacetlme Is

slightly curved. It yields a non-trivial result,

<V(O;G^)>S,> 0 . (6)

The deviation AGiu « GM» - (jiv Is presumably of order

of the loop coupling constant g*. The above Is compensated with

the one-loop, one-particle ampl.tude,

<V{O;G°uu)>T,t 0 . (7)

where Tf denotes two-torus. Therefore we observe the following

(S)

In the curved spacetlme, the fact that <V(0:G/1^)^1 becomes

finite comes from the cancellation of logarithmic divergences

from the volume of Moblus transformations and the short-distance

limit of the two-point correlation function!11]. After

regularlzatlon, we can get[10,ll)

<V(OiG«vl>S«* c (9)

where Rr^Is Rlcci tensor constructed from G^, and c is a

calculable constant under a certain regularlzatlon scheme.

On the other hand, we can Incorporate temperature Into the

calculation of the one-loop tadpole amplitude <V(O;G° )>., by

making use of the imaginary-time method In field theory[6,9].

The amplitude at zero temperature Is formally written as

follows!9]:

- J
• i JDX* e"S tuv Jd»z T<a.X"a'X

l'>. (10)

where ft Is the gauge volume: for other notations, see [9,12].

Actually, this diverges because of the existence of a taehyon.

The prescription given by Polchlnskl[91 is that the zero-mode

of the "time-coordinate" possesses a periodic structure in terms

of the two dimensional coordinates z!, I.e.,
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• r« . (11)

where r Is an Integer (winding number) and t Is regarded as the

Inverse of temperature. At the same time, we must set ioo-»l to

take the Euclidean signature. Accordingly, the zero-mode part

emerges In the action[9). and further, the correlation function

of the "time" component is regarded as;

* < • (the divergence
"•" " from a delta function).

(12)

Owing to this, the result of the calculation of the amplitude

at finite temperature turns out not to be Lorentz covariant:

<V(0)>T,- -{"Tu -«• (13)

(14)

where

T,t

while

T, ,

where i.J - 1.2 25.

In each equation above, the volume factor Is discarded; It

can be absorbed Into the Newton constant.

Consequently, from eq.(9). (13), (14). and (15). we can

express the effective equations cs

R • c"ruu • (terms proportlnal to (16)

where c' Is a constant of order g!. Because of tracelessness of

physical graviton. we failed to determine the part proportional

to the metric tensor In this level. Of course by requiring the

conservation of energy-momentum, we can reconstruct the full

Einstein equation

R (17)

with D-26, or eq.(l) at this order. These are precisely expected

results. T«u is written by

T* - dlag.( -P, .... P) . (18)

where the energy density p and the pressure p can be derived from

the free energy density f originally calculated In Ref.Ol;

ff(l- 2" l n t)|-»-

. g

by the relations In thermodynamics;

p . t - («-') 3F
3(S-M and (20)

p - -f

Now we consider the final subject; how can we derive the



effective action for background fields directly from the

calculation of dllaton tadpole amplitudes, which Is expected to

be connected with the central charge of Vlrasoro algebra? That

amplitude Bight con tali; the part, which could not be derived

above and Is proportional to the metric tensor, of the tlnsteln

equation. However, at finite temperature. there are two

possibilities about this; the amplitude ii.cludes whether the

trace of the energy-momentum tensor or the free energy. That is

the question.

To «y knowledge. It Is difficult to give the answer

definitively, because the appropriate form of the dllaton vertex

for this purpose Is unknown. It might be guessed that the more

suitable fora would exist. This problem Is related with the

problem referred In Ref.113).

The derivation of Einstein equations above Is mathematically

well-defined except for the actual divergence due to a tachyon.

But this Is not fully sense of physics. As one might has already

been aware, there are the contributions from gravltons and from

Infinitely Massive states In the right hand side of the equation

(16). In our universe, the contributions must have dropped out

of equilibrium; moreover the Inclusion of gravity In the thermal

physics brings about difficulties!14). Thus we must seriously

consider the non-equlllbrlun process and the dynamics In the

universe In order to Bake the equations physically sensible.

In addition, the above Einstein equations are very trivial

onos. To take genuine "stringy" effects Into consideration, of

course, we have to Investigate all .'.oop order or non-perturbatlve

effects. Nevertheless the possibility of occurrence of Inflation

pointed out In Ref.14] seems to be an Interesting suggestion and

then the Inclusion of temperature is necessary for constructing a

realistic, more or less, stringy cosmology.

Finally, the ambiguity In the form of the dllaton vertex may

have an effect also on the calculation with zero-mode fields,

such as compactlflcatlon with background fields even in open

string theory. *e are also Interested In this subject.
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